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LONDON: The dollar rose yesterday after two
top Federal Reserve officials suggested US
interest rates could rise this month, while
Donald Trump’s speech to Congress boosted
European stocks.

In Washington, President Trump’s much-
anticipated address to both houses of
Congress was short on detail but provided
enough to keep traders mainly upbeat. The
tycoon pledged $1.0 trillion in public-private
infrastructure spending and “massive” tax
cuts for the middle class, but he did not say
how any of it would be paid for.

In European trade, London stocks rallied
to stand 0.9-percent around the half-way
stage, while Frankfurt and Paris each scored
gains of approximately 1.5 percent in value
compared with Tuesday’s closing levels.
“Equities are embracing a more Presidential
Trump whose congressional  address
offered just enough to rekindle bullishness-
infrastructure, defense spend, tax breaks-

even if detail was distinctly lacking,” said
Mike van Dulken,  head of  research at
Accendo Markets.

“A stronger US dollar, after hawkish com-
ment from the Fed’s Dudley is also offering
helpful weakness in the pound and euro to
boost the FTSE and DAX.” Investors shifted
into the US unit after New York Fed president
William Dudley said there was a strong case
for borrowing costs to rise, while his San 

Francisco counterpart John Williams
expects such a move to get “serious consid-
eration” when the bank meets this month. 

‘Trump rally’ 
The greenback’s rally also provided fresh

impetus for Tokyo stocks, but  Asia’s region-
al markets were subdued despite forecast-
beating readings on Chinese factory activi-
ty and Australian growth. Markets have
surged since Trump’s November election
victory on expectations his plans for infra-

structure spending and tax cuts would fire
up the world’s top economy.  However, his
lack of clarity in recent weeks has led to
some uncertainty, 

while there are also concerns the presi-
dency has been enveloped with controversy
that has caused division in the country.
Sydney stocks shed 0.1 percent as traders
brushed off news Australian  growth hit 1.1
percent in the October-December quarter,
averting a technical recession of two-
straight quarters of contraction, thanks to a
pick-up in exports and household spending.

There was little reaction to Chinese fig-
ures showing manufacturing activity grew
more than expected last month.  The
improvement in the purchasing managers
index follows a series of upbeat readings
from Beijing that suggest the world’s num-
ber two economy may have turned a corner
after years of slowing growth. 

Asian markets were mostly higher yester-

day as attention turned to President
Donald Trump’s speech to Congress for
clues on what might be ahead for
trade, regulations and taxes. Tokyo
shares rose in early afternoon trading
yesterday, in a muted reaction to US
President Donald Trump’s congression-
al  speech which offered few fresh
details on his economic growth plans.

Dealers were keen to see if Trump
would offer a more specific blueprint on
what he has described as a “phenome-
nal” tax-cut plan and big infrastructure
spending, promises that stoked a global
equities rally.  But the wide-ranging
remarks offered little new on Trump’s
proposals for the world’s top economy.

He pledged $1.0 trillion in public-

private infrastructure spending and
“massive” tax cuts for the middle class.
“There was no surprise and nothing
concrete,” Tomohiro Nishida, dealer at
Sumitomo Mitsui Trust Bank, said of the
remarks.    “But there was also no disap-
pointment as he touched upon his key
economic policies.”  Japan’s benchmark
Nikkei 225 gained 0.5 percent in morn-
ing trading to 19,222.56. Australia’s
S&P/ASX 200 slipped 0.6 percent at
5,676.90. But Hong Kong’s Hang Seng
added 0.4 percent to 23,824.17, while
the Shanghai Composite rose 0.5 per-
cent to 3,257.53. South Korea’s markets
were closed for a holiday.  Australia’s
S&P ASX/200 fel l  0.5 percent to
5,685.00. —Agencies

Dollar firms on Fed rate talk, Trump spending pledge

TOKYO: A postman looks at an electronic stock indicator of a securities firm
in Tokyo yesterday. Global markets were mostly higher yesterday after US
President Donald Trump delivered a relatively upbeat speech to the US
Congress. —AP


